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Abstract 
We establish homology groups based on a class of set-valued mappings and prove they are 
isomorphic to the classical homology groups. Any set-valued mapping in this class induces ho- 
momorphisms between homology groups of two topological spaces. Set-valued homology can 
be used to study set-valued mappings between two spaces whose homology groups are already 
known. For instance, it follows a version of the Kakutani Fixed Point Theorem in the nonconvex 
and nonacyclic case. We can get some other properties of set-valued mappings. Besides, applying 
set-valued homology, we can get a result for ordinary single-valued mappings. which is analogous 
to the Vietoris Mapping Theorem. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
Kq~~wds: Homology; Chain group: Acyclic; Contractible; Upper semicontinuous set-valued 
mapping 
AMS classijicarinn: 54C60; 55N20 
The application of homology theory to set-valued mappings can be traced to the 
paper [3] by Eilenberg and Montgomery in 1946, “Fixed point theorems for multi-valued 
transformations”. In that paper, they found homology could be used to study set-valued 
mappings, moreover they defined the Lefschetz number for acyclic-valued mappings and 
with such tools, they generalized some well-known fixed point theorem of convex-valued 
mappings to the nonconvex case. Their method relied heavily on the Vietoris Mapping 
Theorem. see [3]. 
Vietoris Mapping Theorem. Let f : X + Y be ~1 continuous mapping satisfying the 
,fdlowing conditions: 
(i) thr preimage f -’ (C) of ever?, compact subset C of Y is compact, 
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(ii> f-‘(y) Y 1 1s ac c ic and nonempty, for every y E Y. 
Then f induces an isomorphism f* : Hk(X) + Hk(Y) for every k. 
Here acyclic means that the subset is compact, connected and its homology groups 
vanish. 
If f satisfies the conditions in the Vietoris Theorem, then its inverse f-’ is exactly 
an upper semicontinuous acyclic-valued mapping. From this point of view, the Vietoris 
Theorem is also a theorem of set-valued mappings. It is the key idea of Eilenberg and 
Montgomery’s paper. Others generalized the results of Eilenberg and Montgomery, and 
established degree theory for acyclic-valued mappings, see [4]. Also there are many 
papers discussing fixed point theorems for nonconvex set-valued mappings or compos- 
ites of some kinds of set-valued mappings, see [7,8]. However, topological methods in 
set-valued analysis did not attract much interest of experts in set-valued analysis. The 
main reason may be that all the previous results on set-valued topology, based on the 
Vietoris Theorem, require all the mappings to be acyclic-valued. But in applications, it 
is almost impossible to check whether a set is acyclic or not, unless it is convex. Once 
the mapping is convex-valued, there are many analytical tools. So topological methods 
seem unnecessary in the theory of set-valued analysis. 
We apply homology theory to set-valued mappings in another way, establishing set- 
valued homology as Jerrard did in [5]. The idea is that classical singular homology 
groups of a topological space are defined by quotient groups of chain groups and 
chain groups are generated by continuous mappings from a standard topological space, 
namely simple complex, denoted by &, to the discussed topological space. Certainly, 
we can use set-valued mappings instead of single-valued mappings to define chain 
groups and it is easy to see that there exist boundary homomorphisms. As we do in 
the single-valued case, we can define the quotient groups of set-valued chain groups 
as set-valued homology groups. Unfortunately, all set-valued homology groups vanish 
unless we restrict the set-valued mappings, which generate chain groups, to a certain 
class. Based on different classes of set-valued mappings, we get different kinds of set- 
valued homology groups. In [5], Jerrard discussed m-functions, a kind of finite-set- 
valued mappings with algebraic multiplicity. Hausdorff spaces and m-functions form 
a category, and homology based on m-function satisfies Eilenberg-Steenrod axioms. 
Such properties are nice but true only for mappings sending a point to a finite point 
set. 
In this paper we discuss set-valued mappings which map a point to a subset not acyclic 
but located in an open subset, which is an element of an open covering. Composition 
does not make sense in this class of mappings. It is impossible to apply homology module 
theory. If the open covering is good enough, we can show such mappings have some 
features similar to those of single-valued mappings. Eilenberg and Montgomery used a 
theorem of single-valued mappings to deduce results of set-valued mappings. Contrast to 
that, in the present paper, we directly define set-valued homology, then apply it not only 
to study set-valued mappings but also to deduce a theorem for single-valued mappings 
which is analogous to the Vietoris Theorem. 
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Throughout this paper we always suppose that all the topological spaces involved are 
connected normal Hausdorff topological spaces. A set-valued mapping from X to Y, 
denoted by F : X * Y, maps a point of X, 5, to a subset of Y, F(z). We discuss only 
upper semicontinuous set-valued mappings with closed value, which means for any z, 
F(z) is closed, and for any U, a neighborhood of F(z), there exists V, a neighborhood 
of z, such that for any z’ E V, F(d) c U. For the detailed definition of semicontinuity, 
see [l]. 
If U is an open covering of Y, we denote a special class of upper semicontinuous 
closed-valued mappings from X to Y by 
C(X, Y, U) = {F : X --r. Y 1 F is an upper semicontinuous close-valued 
mapping such that for any z E X, 
there exists a U E U, satisfying F(z) c U}. 
To make it simple, all the freely generated groups have coefficients from Q, although 
the coefficients may be from other rings. 
Definition 1. The nth set-valued chain group of (X,U), denoted by C,(X, U), is the free 
group generated by C(&, X, U) with coefficients Q, where &, is the n-dimensional 
standard simplex. 
Obviously, the canonical chain groups, C,(X), are subgroups of the set-valued chain 
group, i.e., Cn(X) C C,(X,U), for any open covering U. 
Definition 2. The nth boundary operator a is the linear operator from C,(X, U) to 
C,_, (X, 24) defined by linear combination, and for any c, E C(&, X, 24), 
ac, = C(-l)‘c,(aa,a,, . . . ,ci, ) an), 
i=O 
where {ai};= is the vertex set of &, and (ao. al,. . ,iii, . , a,) is the (n - l)-dimen- 
sional simplex spanned by aa, at,. . ,&. . . , a,. 
It is easy to see that aa = 0, as in the single-valued case. So (C,(X,U), d) is a chain 
complex. Now we can define the nth cycle group and boundary group of (X, U), 
Zn(X,U) = ker&:C,(X,U) +&-1(X,24), 
&(X,24) = Imaged,+, :G+,(X,U) + G(X!U). 
Definition 3. The nth set-valued homology group of (X,U), denoted by &(X,24), is 
the quotient group of Z(X,U)/B(X,U) . 
We denote 7-L,, (X, {X}) by 7-t,(X) in brief, which are the set-valued homology groups 
without any restriction. We will see they are trivial. If F E C(X, Y,U), then F induces 
a homomorphism F# from the canonical singular chain group Cn(X) to the set-valued 
chain group &(Y!U), defined by for any cn : a, + X, F#(c,) = F 0 c,. 
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The following diagram is commutative. 
G(X) - lG C,(Y,U) 
a, I I a, 
G-1 (Xl a-C,_l(Y,U) 
Therefore F’ induces a homomorphism F, from the canonical singular homology group 
H,(X) to the set-valued homology group 7-& (Y, U). 
Definition 4. Let FO and Ft be two set-valued mappings in C(X, Y, U). We say they 
are homotopic in C(X, Y, U), or homotopic in (Y, U) briefly, if there exists a set-valued 
mapping F E C(X x [0, 11, Y,U) satisfying that FlxxiO) = Fo and Flxx(t) = F,. 
As in the single-valued case, there are some propositions on set-valued homology. 
Proposition 5. Zf X is a single point space, then 
Proposition 6. If Fo and FI are two homotopic set-valued mappings in C(X, Y, U), 
then Fo and Ft induce the same homomorphisms Fo* and Fl, from canonical singular 
homological groups H,(X) to set-valued homological groups I-L, (Y, U). 
Proposition 7. Zf F is a constant mapping in C(X, Y, U), then the induced homomor- 
phism F,, from H,(X) to ‘I-i, (Y, U) satisfies 
Proposition 8. Zf X is contractible, then 
The following simple fact distinguishes the difference between single-valued mappings 
and set-valued mappings. 
Proposition 9. Suppose Fo and F, are two set-valued mappings in C(X, Y,U) such that 
for any z E X, Fe(x) c Fl(s), then Fo and Ft are homotopic in C(X, Y,U). 
Proof. Define F : X x [0, l] 4 (Y,U) by 
F(z,t) = 
Fe(z), t < 1, 
FI(s), t = 1. 
It is easy to see that F is upper semicontinuous. So it is a homotopic mapping between 
FoandF,. 0 
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The above proposition tells us that any two set-valued mappings, one of which is 
subset-valued of the other, induce the same homomorphism between homology groups. 
If 24 is trivial, namely, U = {Y}, any set-valued mapping is a subset-valued mapping 
of the constant mapping C: X ==+ Y, C(z) = Y, for any 5 E X. Together with 
Proposition 7, this means all the induced homomorphisms are trivial. Actually all the 
homological groups are trivial if the open covering is trivial. That is why we need to 
pose restrictions on the open covering. 
Definition 10. We say an open covering U has the contractible intersection property if 
for any m > 1 and uk E U, 1 < k < m, nT._“=, uk is contractible. 
The main result in this paper is the following theorem, which says that if the open 
covering has the contractible intersection property, then the set-valued homology groups 
are essentially the canonical singular homology groups. 
Theorem 11. If U is an open covering of X with the contractible intersection properly, 
then the inclusion i# : Cn(X) -+ C, (X, U) induces an isomorphism 
i, : H,(X) + 7-&(X,24). 
To prove Theorem 11, we need to discuss another class of set-valued homology groups 
which equals the class of set-valued homology groups we discussed above although their 
definitions are different. 
Definition 12. We denote by CA(X, U) the free group generated by C(&, U, {U}) for 
any U E U with coefficient Q. 
AsasubgroupofC,(X,U),CA(X,U) can be acted by the boundary operator a, and the 
image is in Cg_,(X,U). So (Ck(X,U),a,) IS a subchain complex of (C,(X,U), a,). 
Now we can define cycle groups, boundary groups and homology groups induced by 
G(X, U). 
Definition 13. 
2;(x,u) = {cEc:,(x,u) 1 anc=o}, 
~~~~4 = {an+,cl CEC~+~W~)}, 
The inclusion mapping i# : CA(X, U) + C&(X, U), which is obviously commutative 
with the boundary operator a, induces a homomorphism i, from Rk(X, U) to 7-&(X,2,4). 
Moreover i, is an isomorphism, as in the single-valued case. 
Lemma 14. The inclusion mapping i# : CL (X, U) -+ C, (X, U) induces an isomorphism 
i, :‘FI:,(X,U) + 7-&(X,2,!). 
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Proof. By Sd we denote the barycentric retriangulation operator. As in the single-valued 
case, for any k, both Sdt : 7$(X, U) -+ ‘Hi (X, Z-4) and Sdf : 7&(X, U) -+ 7&(X, U) 
are isomorphisms. For a big enough k, Sd#k : C,(X, U) + Ck(X, U). 
Sdt&:Ck(X,U) -+ CA(X,U) and i&d; :C,(X,U) --f C,(X,U) 
induce isomorphisms i,Sdt and SdEi,. Therefore i, : ‘I-&(X,U) --f 7-&(X,2,/) is an 
isomorphism. 0 
Lemma 15. If U is an open covering of X with the contractible intersection property, 
then i# : S,(X) + SL (X, U) induces an isomorphism 
i, : H*(X) -+ R;(x,u) 
Proof. We prove the lemma in four steps, using Mayer-Vietoris sequences, according to 
the way in which J. Milnor proved the PoincarC Duality Theorem. 
Step 1. IfU is a single covering, i.e., U = {U}, the lemma holds. In this case, both 
K(X) and ‘FIk(X,{U}) are Q when n = 0 and 0 otherwise. Obviously, i, is an 
isomorphism. 
Step 2. If U has two elements, i.e., U = {U,, Uz}, the lemma holds. We have the 
following commutative short exact sequences: 
04 G(U, n U2) 
~#~ 
G(S) 83 GL(U2) 
a* 
C,(X) + 0 
% 1 i# 1 Z# 1 
0 - Cn(U, n u2, WI n U2)) 3 Cn(U,,{U1})~Cn(U2,{U2}) iff-3p Cn(X{Ul,U2~) + 0 
It follows long exact sequences 
i H,(Q n U2) 
i*@J* 
- f&(W) @ Hn(U2) 
a* --3* 
- f&(X) -+ 
i* 1 1* i %* 1 
+ xn(uI nu2,{ul nu2}) ‘** l-ln(uI,{U~})~l-ln(U2,{U2~) “*z %(X,Vh,u2)) + 
By the Five Lemma and the fact that all of the following 
i*:H*(Ui nU2) + %H: (Vi n uz, {VI n G,), 
i*:H*(U1) -~Ft:(G,{U1)), i* : H*(U2) + XH: (u2, {f72)) 
are isomorphisms, we get that i, : H,(X) --P ‘H1, (X, { U1, UZ}) are isomorphisms too. 
Step 3. If U = {U~}~=,, the lemma holds. To prove this claim, we use induction. 
Suppose the lemma holds for 1 < m, it is sufficient to show it holds for 1 = m. Consider 
the pair UT=!’ Uk and U,. Take them instead of l-J, and VI in Step 2 respectively, we 
get the desired conclusion. 
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Step 4. The lemma holds for any open covering {Ux}xEn with the contractible inter- 
section property. It is enough to show that 
i, : f&(X) + x;(x,u) 
is a bijection. 
Firstly, suppose [c] E ‘Hk(X,U), . i.e., c E CA(X,U) and i3c = 0. Since c is a linear 
combination of finitely many set-valued mappings C(A,, U, {U}) for some U E U, there 
must exist {Uk}~!, C U such that c E C’(Ur=, uk, {uk}r!!“,,). Then 
[c] E ‘FI:, ( (j uk, i,,,,). 
k=l 
We have shown that 
i,:H, (c,,,, --H,( $lUk>{Uk)E,) 
is a bijection, so there exists [c] E H,(lJTz2_1 Uk) and [c] equals [c] in ‘H~(lJ~=“,, Uk, 
{uk}zL=J). Certainly, [ ] c an c areequivalentin’FIL(X,U).Soi,:H,(X) --+‘Hk(X,U) d [ ] 
is a surjection. 
Secondly, suppose [c] E Hn(X) and [ ] h c is omologous to 0 in 7fk(X,zA), i.e., there 
exists c E CA+] (X, U) such that ac = c. Then there exists {uk}~=t C U which satisfies 
C E C(, IIj uk, {uk}r=+ 
k=l 
Since ac = c, [c] is homologous to 0 in ‘H~(lJ~==, uk, {uk}~&). Now 
is a bijection, [c] is homologous to 0 in H,(U~z=I Uk). It follows that [c] is homologous 
to 0 in H,(X). Therefore i, : H,,(X) + ‘Hh(X,U) is an injection. 0 
Combining Lemma 14 with Lemma 15 we get Theorem 11. Using Theorem 11 and 
homotopy in (X,U), we can get the following theorem, which is the main tool when we 
apply set-valued homology to study set-valued mappings. 
Theorem 16. Suppose that U is an open covering of Y with the contractible intersection 
property. If fo and fl are both single-valued mappings from X to Y, homotopic as set- 
vaZued mappings in (Y,Z4), then fo* = fl* : H,(X) + H,(Y). 
Proof. We have the following two commutative diagrams: 
H,(X) fo. H,(Y) H,(X) fl.. H,(Y) 
\ I** ’ \ /* 
‘FIn(Y w KL(Y.U) 
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By Proposition 6, fa* = ft+ : H,(X) + ti,(Y,U), and by Theorem 11, i, : H,(Y) + 
3_t,(Y,U) is an isomorphism, so fs* = ftl; : H,(X) -+ H,(Y). 0 
For the n-dimensional sphere 5’” c IiT+‘, take 
z&n = u {z E S” 1 (z,v) > o}, 
VEB”+’ 
then U has the contractible intersection property. We denote briefly S” with this open 
covering by (S”,Z&). Then the class C(X, (S”,L&-)) consists of the mappings whose 
value is located in an open hemisphere. 
Now we can apply homological groups to get a new version of the Kakutani Fixed Point 
Theorem [6]. Here the involved set-valued mappings are not necessarily convex-valued 
or acyclic-valued. Indeed, we just need that the set-valued mapping is closed-valued, 
upper semicontinuous and its value at any point lies in an open hemispace. 
Corollary 17. Let F : B” ==+ B” be an upper semicontinuous close-valued mapping, 
where B* is the n-dimensional closed unit ball. Suppose that for any x E Bn, there 
exists U(X) E IR?, such that 
(V(X), y - x) > 0 Vly E F(z) and y # 2, 
then there exists 20 E Bn satisbing x0 E F(Q). 
Proof. Instead of F, we consider G(s) = F(x) - z, then it is sufficient to show that G 
has a O-point. Suppose for any 5 E Bn, 0 $! G(x). Denote by P:IRY\{O} --) 9-l the 
projection mapping P(z) = x/11~11. Define H: S”-’ x [0, l] + S”-’ by H(z, t) = 
P o G(tx), then H E C(S”-’ x [0, 1],Sn-‘,Z4~n-l). So Ht = GISn-jxl and Ha = 
G]s--l x0 induce the same homomorphisms from H,_t (S”-‘) to itself. 
Ho is a constant mapping, so Go* = 0. On the other hand, G(a) c {U I (‘u,x) < 0) 
for ]]z]] = 1. So H 1 is homotopic to the antipode mapping in (S‘-‘, .?4sn-! ), it follows 
that G1, = (-1)“. It is a contradiction. 0 
In the following, we give another example of the use of set-valued homological groups. 
Corollary 18. Let F: S*” ==+ TS*” be upper semicontinuous. Suppose that for any 
x E S*“, F(x) is a closed subset in the fiber TS*“I,, and there exists v(x) E TS*“I, 
such that 
(+4,y) > 0 VY E F(x) and YZO, 
where TS2” is the tangent bundle of S2n. Then there must be some x0 E S2” satisfying 
0 E F(xo). 
Proof. Suppose F has no O-point. We construct the homotopy G: S2” x [0, l] ==+ S2n, 
G(x, t) consisting of the end points of the arcs with the length rt from I(: in any direction 
in F(x). Then G E C(S*” x [0, 1],S2n,USzn). Go = GISznX,, = Id:Szn + S2n, 
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and G1 = GIs~~~, = -Id: S*” + S*” is the antipode mapping. From Theorem 16, 
Id, = (-Id), : H2n(S2n) + H2n(S2n). but (-Id), = (-1)2”+’ = -1, from which a 
contradiction follows. 0 
To any single-valued mapping, we can associate a set-valued mapping, the inverse 
mapping. From this point of view, we can use results of set-valued homology to study 
single-valued mappings. The following is an example. It is very interesting to compare 
it with the Vietoris Theorem. 
Theorem 19. Let U be an open covering of X with the contractible intersection property. 
Let f : X + Y be a continuous mapping satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) For any compact subset C of Y, the preimage f-‘(C) is compact. 
(ii) For every y E Y, f-‘(y) IS nonempty and located in an element of U, for evegl 
y E Y. 
Then .f induces a monomorphism f* : Hk(X) + Hk(Y) for eve? k, namely, ker f* = 0. 
Proof. For any y E Y, f-‘(y) is compact, so it is closed. Moreover, f-’ is upper 
semicontinuous, or precisely, for any y E Y and U, an open subset of X, f-‘(y) c 
U, there must exist V, an open subset of Y, such that for any y’ E V, f-‘(y’) C 
U. Otherwise, there exist a sequence of Y, {yn}Fzl, yn --7‘ y and a sequence of X, 
{&,}n”,? 5, E fP1(yn) such that 5, $ U. Because, {Yap}:=, U {y} is compact, its 
inverse image must be compact. So {x,}~=, has a convergent subsequence, without 
confusion, we suppose {x~}~=, to converge to 2’. By continuity of f, f (x’) = y, then 
z’ E U, contradicting the fact that xn $ U. Therefore, f-’ is close-valued and upper 
semicontinuous. 
Now we have the following commutative diagram: 
&(X)&H,(Y) 
SincezE (f-‘of)(x),byProposition9,(f-‘of), =id,.Itfollowsthatf;‘of, =id, 
then kerf, = 0. 0 
From the proof, we can see that we need condition (i) to assure the continuity of the 
inverse mapping. If X is compact, condition (i) holds automatically. If X is contractible, 
condition (ii) also holds automatically. But in this case, the theorem tells us nothing. 
This trivial case shows us that in Theorem 19 the homomorphism f * : ffk (X) 4 Hk (y) 
is not an isomorphism but a monomorphism in general. 
From Theorem 19 some interesting topological propositions of single-valued mapping 
follow. For any compact Riemmanian manifold, there exists convexity radius T > 0, 
such that any open metric ball with radius less than T is strongly convex. Moreover, the 
intersection of finite strongly convex sets is still strongly convex and any strongly convex 
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set is contractible. So all metric balls with radius less than r form an open covering with 
the contractible intersection property. For details, see [2, p. 1031. With this kind of open 
covering, we can apply Theorem 19 to any Riemannian manifold. The following corollary 
is an example. 
Corollary 20. Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold with Ei,(M) # 0, m > 0. 
r > 0 is the convexity radius of M. Z__ f : A4 -+ S” is a continuous mapping, n # m, 
andfor any y E 9, f-‘(y) is covered by some metric ball with radius less than r, then 
f cannot be onto, and so is contractible. 
Proof. Suppose f is onto. Then by Theorem 19, f induces a monomorphism 
f+ : H,(M) + H, (Sn). That is impossible. 0 
In this paper, we discussed only set-valued mappings whose value is controlled by an 
open covering with the contractible intersection property. We can certainly discuss an 
open covering whose finite intersections are acyclic. Taking such open coverings in place 
of those with the contractible intersection property, we can get homological groups and 
their properties as above. 
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